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Binding Number

Woodall defined the binding number of a graph

as

min
S⊆V























|N(S)|
|S| : N(S) 6= V























Note that N(S) is open neighborhood, and a ver-

tex of S might or might not be in N(S).

Sort of expansion.
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Example

Example: Binding Number of a Cycle.

bind(Cn) = 1 if n is even.

bind(Cn) = (n − 1)/(n − 2) if n is odd.
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Useful Facts

For δ the minimum degree and n the order,

bind(G) ≤ n − 1

n − δ

For IND the independence number.

bind(G) ≤ n − IND

IND

There is polynomial-time algorithm for compu-

tation of binding number (Cunningham, using

network flows).
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Threshold for Matching

Threshold for perfect matching is due to Ander-

sen:

Theorem. If n is even and bind(G) ≥ 4/3, then G has

a perfect matching.

Best possible by taking join aK3 + Ka−1.
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Threshold for Hamiltonicity

Threshold for hamiltonicity is due to Woodall:

Theorem. If bind(G) ≥ 3/2, then G is hamiltonian.

Introduces Hopping Lemma.

(Properties of maximal cycle with minimum out-

side components.)

Best possible by taking join aK2 + Ka−1.
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Woodall Made Conjectures

Conjecture. If bind(G) ≥ 3/2, then G has a triangle.

Conjecture. If bind(G) ≥ 3/2, then G is pancyclic (hav-

ing cycles of all lengths).

He showed bind(G) ≥ (1 +
√

5)/2 implies a trian-

gle. (Conjectures listed in Bondy & Murty.)
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An Important Lesson

Don’t read your email just before your talk. . .
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Conjectures Proved by Shi

Theorem. If bind(G) ≥ 3/2, then G has a triangle.

Theorem. If bind(G) ≥ 3/2, then G is pancyclic.

Shi Ronghua in Acta Mathematicae Applicatae

Sinica.
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Triangle Conjecture Proved by Kleitman

By minimum-degree bound, bind(G) ≥ 3/2 im-

plies δ ≥ (n + 2)/3.

Kleitman showed:

Theorem. If G is triangle-free with δ ≥ (n + 2)/3, then

there are clones (non-neighbors with the same neighbor-

hood).

Actually, showed that can find a set S of clones

of suitable size. And because bind(G) ≤ (n −
|S|)/(n − |N(S)|), we get result.
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Example Triangle-free Graphs

Let n ≡ 2 (mod 3) and define Hn by placing n

vertices equally spaced on the circle and adding

edge if distance along circle is more than 1/3 the

circle.
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Example Triangle-free Graphs

E.g.: H2 is K2, H5 is C5, and H8 is Mobius ladder.

These are triangle-free and 3-colorable.

Same as circulant C3d−1[1, 4, 7, . . . , 3⌈d/2⌉ − 2].
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Woodall’s Pancyclic Conjecture is Very True

BFG showed that

Theorem. If G is hamiltonian, contains a triangle, and

δ ≥ (n + 2)/3, then G is pancyclic.

Indeed, can replace “contains a triangle” with

“nonbipartite” and get all cycles except possibly

the triangle.

(Need Hopping Lemma idea.)
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Open Question

Conjecture. δ ≥ Ω(
√

n) in bipartite hamiltonian graph

implies all even cycles.

There are results with δ ≥ f (n) yielding “most”

cycles for some sublinear f (n).
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What About Larger Cliques?

Kane and Mohanty observed that

Theorem. If bind(G) > r − 4/3, then G contains Kr.

This is immediate from the two simple bounds

using result of Andrásfai, Erdős, Sós: if δ ≥ (3r−
7)n/(3r − 4) in Kr-free, then χ(G) ≤ r − 1.

Fact. There are Kr-free graphs with bind(G) = r − 2

E.g. tensor/direct product Kr−1 ⊗ Km provided

m ≫ r.
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What about K4?

Example K4-free Graphs:

1. Spread vertices on a circle and add edges if

more than 1/4 apart.

2. Take a triangle-free graph and join with an

independent set.

The latter is better for binding number and for

AES result.
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Another Important Lesson

Keep track of your colleagues.
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New Structural Result

Brandt, and later GL,

Theorem. For r ≥ 4, a maximal Kr-free graph with

δ > (2r − 5)n/(2r − 3) is join of complete (r − 3)-

partite set and “dense” triangle-free graph.

For example, a maximal K4-free graph with δ >

3n/5 is join of independent set and a triangle-

free graph.
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Binding Number and K4

Brandt, and later GL, showed:

Theorem. There are K4-free graphs with bind ↑ (3 +√
33)/4 ≈ 2.19.

These graphs are join of empty graph and “dense”

triangle-free graph.

We both conjecture this is the actual threshold:

Conjecture. If bind(G) ≥ (3+
√

33)/4, then G contains

K4.
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Another Important Lessons

Check your arithmetic.
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Upper Bounds for K4

Best published upper bound due to Brandt is

bind(G) ≤ 2.387 for K4-free graph.

But Lyle claims can do 2.370 (by proving struc-

tural conjecture of Brandt).
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Upper Bounds for Kr

In general, best upper bound is due to Brandt:

Theorem. If G is Kr-free, then bind(G) ≤ r−2+o(1).
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Another Conjecture

Brandt conjectures that triangle and K4 are not

typical:

Conjecture. There exists an R such that for all r ≥ R,

bind(G) > r − 2 implies a Kr.
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More Clones?

Brandt, and later GL, showed that δ ≥ 3n/5 in

K4-free implies clones. Indeed much more is

true. But:

Question. What is threshold for minimum-degree in K4-

free graphs to force clones?

We know of no clone-free example with δ > n/2.
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And Thanks
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